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Golf is both a personal journey and a social sport. As players, we are 

constantly striving to improve, and we always share our progress, 

accomplishments and struggles with friends and fellow golfers. This 

common love of the game, this passion, is what connects every fan 

and every player, from beginner to professional. Ultimately, it’s also 

what connects coaches, fitters, and equipment manufacturers with 

their customers. 

In the overall sense, connectivity is the essence of TrackMan and 

an expression of our fundamental understanding of the sport. Our 

hardware, software and data connect all players with their game, 

and with each other through the shared TrackMan experience. We 

connect the professional golf industry with golf players and help 

them to grow and thrive. 

TrackMan in 2021 is also about connectivity. We’re connecting the 

world of golf through exciting new features. Not only can players 

now connect with their game across every TrackMan product, they 

can also interact in an entire ecosystem of golf. In the very near 

future, players will be able to connect across continents through 

online competitions and tournaments. 

Technology drives and facilitates change in golf – and TrackMan is 

a global leader in golf technology. The TrackMan 4 is the trusted 

companion of top professional golfers all over the world, as well as 

the “go to” solution for coaches, equipment manufacturers, fitters 

– and many more. For amateur players, the TrackMan 4 delivers 

everything from fun games to concentrated, focused practice. 

TrackMan Simulators deliver a second-to-none indoor experience. 

We will soon have over 100 courses in the TrackMan course library, 

including some of the most legendary courses in existence. We have 

also extended and developed our selection of great Virtual Golf 

games, making simulator golf even more entertaining and rewarding. 

TrackMan Range solutions now also come with TrackMan Virtual 

Golf features. This makes it possible for golfers of all levels to play 

Virtual Golf games and also play rounds on some of the world’s most 

iconic courses. 

Wherever technology takes us, you can be sure of one thing: we will 

always be powered by the same values, goals and ideals. This is our 

promise, and its only limits are the laws of physics!

KLAUS ELDRUP-JØRGENSEN FREDRIK TUXEN
President, CEO - TrackMan A/S Co-Founder, CTO - TrackMan A/S

CONNECTING THE  
WORLD OF GOLF

INTRODUCTION FROM THE FOUNDERS
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ONWARDS AND  
UPWARDS
When you invest in a TrackMan Simulator solution, it 

is the start of a long, exciting and profitable journey 

together with a company that is a byword for quality and 

innovation. The constant addition of new features and 

content ensures your system is always as exciting and 

rewarding to use as the day it was first installed. 

With a TrackMan Simulator, the whole golf experience is 

deeply immersive – and not a little addictive! Stunning 

graphics, hyper-realistic effects and breathtaking 

gameplay make for satisfied customers and a solid, 

reliable ROI. 

TrackMan Simulator golf continues to lead the 
industry with the most satisfying, dynamic and 
future-proof simulator golf solution available. 

THE TRACKMAN SIMULATOR EXPERIENCE

OPTICALLY 
ENHANCED RADAR 
TRACKING GIVES 

MAXIMUM ACCURACY 
AND INSTANT 
BALLFLIGHT
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All ball parameters are 

measured by the radar from 

the moment of impact on the  

screen. Based on a library of 

more than 1.000.000.000 shots, 

the carry and total is calculated 

to an accuracy of +/- 1%.

At the moment of impact 

with the screen, TrackMan 

algorithms calculate exactly 

where your ball would have 

landed in real life.

Virtual course settings 

like wind and fairway 

firmness affect the shot 

the same way as in an 

outdoor setting.

OERT combines 

camera and radar 

for maximum indoor 

accuracy.

TWO RADARS, 
ONE CAMERA, 
ZERO DOUBT
The TrackMan 4 uses the patented OERT system – Optically Enhanced 

Radar Tracking – to measure club and ball data. OERT synchronizes 

an inbuilt full HD camera with radars that captures the exact position 

of the ball before impact. The clubhead position is measured with 

the combination of radar and the camera‘s exact knowledge of the 

club position in every frame – and in between frames. TrackMan is 

only able to achieve such a degree of precision by using this unique 

combination of the best of both worlds.

OERT at a glance

•  Combines camera and radar technology

•  Precise ball tracking

•  Higher pickup rate on club data

•  Impact location without any markers

•  Chip, pitch and approach shot club data

•  Indoor Spin Axis and Spin Rate adjustments based on gear effect

TrackMan accurately measures club delivery, ball 
launch and ballflight without the use of markers.

OPTICALLY ENHANCED RADAR TRACKING
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WE’RE SERIOUS 
ABOUT HAVING FUN
The TrackMan Virtual Golf journey continues. Now there is even 

more choice and entertainment at players’ fingertips. They can 

challenge friends with fun games that will test their golfing ability, 

as well as putting a big smile on every face. From beginner to 

seasoned pro, there’s a TrackMan Virtual Golf game to suit every 

need and requirement.

TrackMan Virtual Golf software moves up to a new 
level with a suite of hugely entertaining games for 
players of all levels.

VIRTUAL GOLF GAMES

Entertaining 
games for 
players of all 
levels
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ARE YOU 
THROWING 
DARTS?
Great TrackMan Virtual Golf games let you have 
fun and compete with friends and family.

Bullseye is an entertaining and challenging points-scoring game 

for everyone able to hit a golf ball! Play Skyline, an atmospheric 

urban scene with hovering helicopters and authentic street sounds 

drifting up to you as you play golf on the top of skyscrapers and 

helipads. There’s also The Trading Post, a Western-inspired frontier 

town universe where you can almost feel the dust and sand under 

your shoes! If stunningly beautiful short courses are more your 

style, the new “Dalebrook” scene is perfect for you.

GAME: BULLSEYE

Several fun game scenes to choose from.

Game scene:The Trading Post - a wild west gunslinger  
town turned into a target golf scene.

Game scene: Dalebrook - a classic beautiful 
short course for golf aficionados.

Game scene: Jurassic - an atmospheric fantasy 
world where dinosaurs rule the earth.

Three difficulty 
levels: Beginner, 
Skilled and Expert

Game scene:  
Skyline - Play on 
urban Rooftops  
and helipads 



GRIP IT  
& RIP IT
With Hit It!, not only are players up against the 

clock, they also have to keep their shots within 

the virtual range’s grid. With TrackMan giving 

the numbers, everybody knows exactly how far

they’ve got to go to beat the opposition!

The atmospheric game setting is a floodlit football field. Go up against the clock - customize or play with 

the same rules as WLD (World Long Drive).

The best attempt from each player counts. 
Winner takes all!

Test your driving skills with Hit It!, a 
long drive competition similar to the 
WLD Championship known from TV.

GAME: HIT IT!

Ideal for 
multiple 
players
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MORE THAN 
300 PAR 3 
HOLES

GAME: CLOSEST TO THE PIN

Select par 3 holes from the entire library. 

There are more than 300 to choose from.

Play a single game or as an event with mulitple entries. Updated game graphics, plus a new design that allows 

you to play multiple par 3 holes in one game.

GET IT CLOSE  
OR GET IT IN
Play the par 3 holes on any course in the TrackMan course 

library. You can set your game to give up to three attempts per 

hole. In Event mode there are no limits to how many players can 

compete or how many attempts you can make. Game mode is for 

up to four players who want to compete on a single round. With 

more than 300 par 3 holes to choose from – and counting – there 

will always be a fresh challenge to meet!

Closest To The Pin is a fun way to test  
and practice your golfing skills.
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xxxx

To be a winner you need to combine skill and strategy. Targets are designed to match any skill level,  

from beginner to expert.

There is a fun celebration for every capture!

STEAL YOUR WAY 
TO THE WIN

Select a flag and then try to hit your ball closest to it. Capture The 

Flag is ideal for multiple players. Find out who can capture the 

most flags and keep their lead for the whole game! More new and 

entertaining game scenes are coming soon. Stay tuned!

Capture The Flag is a test of skill, strategy and nerve.

GAME: CAPTURE THE FLAG

IDEAL FOR  
MULTIPLE  
PLAYERS
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TrackMan redefines what it feels like to play golf in a 
simulator environment.

AN EVER- 
GROWING 
COURSE 
LIBRARY
TrackMan Virtual Golf software lets you play 
some of the world’s most famous courses, 
including Pebble Beach Golf Links®, Valderrama, 
Wentworth, PGA National and the four 
legendary St. Andrews Links courses. 

Every bunker edge, every green slope, every mow line, is 

all captured and reproduced with stunning – and unique 

– accuracy. You also get real tee names and distances, hcp 

indexes, slope ratings – and much more. 

Golf professionals around the world now use TrackMan 

Virtual Golf to practice on the courses they are due to play 

in real-life competitions. Of the over 100 courses currently 

in the library, approximately one third are Tour venues. New 

courses are constantly being added to the library at the rate 

of around two per month.

Pebble Beach Golf Links®

St Andrews Links®

Valderrama
PGA National

Muirfield Village
Wentworth West Course

... and many more

100+  
courses  

and counting

1/3 
courses are  
Tour venues

2-3 
added every  

month

PLAY SOME OF 
THE MOST ICONIC 
COURSES IN THE 

WORLD:

VIRTUAL GOLF
Screenshot from VG2: 
Casa de Campo -  
Teeth of the Dog

Several 
courses now 
with junior 
tees

LIDAR drone scanning 
and TrackMan rendering 
ensure top quality and 
accuracy

New amazing 
water effects 
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PEBBLE BEACH  
GOLF LINKS®  
COMES TO  
TRACKMAN

Pebble Beach Golf Links for Virtual Golf is, quite simply, the ultimate 

virtual representation of one of the world’s most famous and scenic 

courses. Uniquely, as well as ensuring every detail is in place, the depth 

and reach of the technology involved have made it possible to recreate 

how the course actually plays. 

The Pebble Beach package is optional for current TrackMan customers 

for a small annual surcharge. You need a valid TrackMan software 

subscription to get the Pebble Beach Golf Links supplement.

Pebble Beach®, Pebble Beach Resorts®, Pebble Beach Golf Links®, Spyglass Hill® Golf Course, 

The Links at Spanish Bay™, and their distinctive images and hole designs are trademarks, service 

marks and trade dress of Pebble Beach Company. Used by permission.

The legendary Pebble Beach Golf Links® is now 
available in TrackMan Virtual Golf. Two other 
renowned Pebble Beach Resorts courses, Spyglass 
Hill® Golf Course and The Links at Spanish Bay™, are 
also included in the package. 

PEBBLE BEACH GOLF LINKS®

Hyper- 
realistic water 
and waves

Plays exactly 
like the real 
course

Ambient 
sound
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TrackMan’s Tournament platform makes it possible to create 

tournaments of any size, with any number of rounds over any 

length of time, and from any course in the library. Live scoring 

after every hole keeps the action and excitement fresh. 

It is quick and easy to set up fun, engaging tournaments that 

will make the customer experience even more enjoyable. All 

available tournaments – including TrackMan-organized global 

tournaments – are clearly displayed in the software and joined 

with a single click. 

The Tournament feature lets business owners tap into new 

opportunities. As well as prize sponsorships, it is also possible 

to have bay, course, and even hole sponsorships. Tournaments 

also help to increase food and beverage turnover, and attract 

more players who stay for longer.

Virtual tournaments will have a huge impact 
on the growth of simulator golf for years 
to come. Tournaments will connect indoor 
golf customers with each other and let them 
compete together in new, exciting ways. 

A NEW 
WORLD OF 
OPPORTUNITIES

VIRTUAL GOLF TOURNAMENTS

7 ROSE BURLEIGH +5 +378

ROUND 4

1 MIKE HARMAN -2 -168

TOTAL PAR 72 TODAY

4 KIM LEE -4 -270

ROUND 3

2 HYUNG LI NAH -2 -170

TOTAL PAR 72 TODAYROUND 3

5 KATE BRIGHTON +3 +173

TOTAL PAR 72 TODAY

Single- or multiple 
round tournaments 
or Order of Merit
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REVOLUTIONIZE 
YOUR 
CUSTOMERS’ 
VIRTUAL GOLF 
EXPERIENCE 

The future-proof app that future-proofs your business

With the new app, players have the potential to monitor and 

develop their game regardless of their skill level. As they grow as 

golfers, they can look back at their stats and see what progress they 

have made, and in what areas, over the months and years. 

The depth and uniqueness of this experience will draw golfers to 

TrackMan-powered simulator facilities – and that can only mean a 

satisfying boost to your business. 

The TrackMan Indoor Handicap is here

The new TrackMan indoor handicap is inspired by the new World 

Handicap System. The system takes the guesswork out of setting 

Virtual Golf handicaps and lets all players enjoy Virtual Golf on a 

fair, standardized level. With a TrackMan handicap, it is possible to 

participate in local and TrackMan-organized tournaments.

Maximized playing time

With the new TrackMan Golf app, your customers can start their 

simulator session in seconds with a QR scan. Afterwards, they can 

access all their stats to view, analyze and enjoy every shot – and 

also share their achievements. 

STARTS HEREBETTER GOLF

The new TrackMan Golf app is another significant 
milestone in the indoor golf journey. With it, your 
customers can start their simulator session in 
seconds. Afterward, they can access all their stats 
to view, analyze and enjoy every shot. Plus, users 
can compare the data they create from TrackMan 
simulators, TrackMan Range systems and training 
sessions with a TrackMan 4. 

TRACKMAN GOLF APP
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HERE’S WHAT 
ELSE IS NEW
As the market evolves and new require-
ments arise, TrackMan is always ready to 
give customers the tools they need to grow 
their business. Here are a few examples of 
our recent initiatives.

CLOSEST TO 
THE PIN GAME 
REDESIGNED 

TRACKMAN 
INDOOR HCP

The brand-new version of this great game has penalties 

for landing in obstacles like bunkers and water, adding 

another exciting element of entertainment. You can also 

now choose to play just one or multiple par 3 holes on 

each course. 

New features include being able to add guest players 

during a Virtual Golf round. Players can now add a 

user mid-game, which means it is no longer necessary 

to wait for the last player to arrive before starting the 

session. The added user will be treated as guest, so the 

data will not be stored or shown on the scorecard that is 

uploaded at the facility.

With TPS7.4 TrackMan now keeps 

a record of every player’s hcp. The 

system is inspired by the new global 

rules (WHS), where players are 

adjusted up/down based on a subset 

of their latest rounds. If a player has 

signed in with a TrackMan profile, the 

hcp will be adjusted automatically 

after each completed 18-hole round.

Users can now choose between standard quality and 

high-quality graphic settings. The standard setting is 

ideal for non-gaming PCs or gaming laptops, which 

makes the system more flexible. For example, you can 

take your gaming laptop outside and use it with your 

TrackMan 4 to play Virtual Golf.

NEW VIRTUAL 
GOLF GRAPHICS 
QUALITY 
SETTINGS  

WHAT ELSE IS NEW?

MAXIMUM QUALITY MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
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SIMULATOR 
SOLUTIONS 
FOR EVERY 
NEED

TWO SIMULATOR SOLUTIONS

TrackMan offers everything from permanent 
installations to completely flexible solutions 
delivered in any way, from customers  
handling things themselves to commissioning  
a complete turnkey solution from us. 

CUSTOM SIMULATOR

FLEXCAGE SIMULATOR

We have two simulator solutions: Custom and FlexCage. 

Whichever solution is right for you, TrackMan will be 

there at every step of the way. From the initial design 

through to installation and our world-leading after-sales 

support, we ensure that all your requirements are met 

and every detail is covered. 

SIMULATOR SOLUTIONS

Every detail 
is covered

Completely 
flexible 
solutions
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CUSTOM – 
EXACTLY HOW 
YOU WANT IT

Whether you’re starting from scratch or already have a hitting 

bay, you can get a customized TrackMan Golf Simulator solution to 

embed into almost any location.

Do you want a TrackMan Simulator for your teaching 
bay, your commercial facility, your private dwelling - 
or another kind of personal project? No problem.

SIMULATOR: CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

Totally customizable 
to meet your needs

Minimum ceiling  
height 10 ft

Solutions can be installed 
in almost any location 
with 10 ft room height

World-leading 
service and 

support

10ft 24/7
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FLEXCAGE – 
SIMULATOR  
GOLF TO STAY 
OR GO
The TrackMan FlexCage is ideal for everywhere from 

private homes, commercial centers, warehouse spaces 

and seasonal installations at golf clubs and event 

centers to temporary installations at events and trade 

shows. FlexCage solutions have printable sides, which 

also makes them perfect for custom branding.

If you’re looking for a simulator golf 
solution that is perfect for both long-  
and short-term use, the TrackMan 
FlexCage meets all your requirements.

Totally customizable 
with prints both 

inside and outside

New, ultra-versatile 
hitting screen

Simple to 
assemble and 
disassemble

 Patented 
construction 

system made in 
Germany

SIMULATOR: FLEXCAGE
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Find more inspiration at trackmangolf.com and learn how you can unleash your potential. 

Contact Global Sales: +45 45 57 08 50 or reach us at sales@trackmangolf.com

GET IN TOUCH
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